THE JUNIUS S. MORGAN BENEVOLENT FUND.
We are glad to learn that during the Thereupon they consented to withdraw their letter, and received a promise that a subcommittee should be appointed to inquire into their grievances. The matter has ended with mutual satisfaction, the sub-committee having found that their discontent was well grounded, and having granted their request. Therefore the Altrincham nurses are to be ?congratulated on the fortunate issue of their adventure. To ask for an inquiry into grievances is one thing; to demand a specified redress under a threat is another; the one is constitutional and orderly, the ?other is flat rebellion.
BAZAAR AT LEWES.
The bazaar held in the Corn Exchange, Lawes, last week on behalf of the funds of the Lewes and District Nursing Association was very successful. Lady Chichester opened the proceedings, and said that she hoped that at the top of the report for 1899 there would be written in large letters " Balance in hand." A brisk trade was carried on during the two days' sale, which was rendered more attractive by the fancy dresses worn by the stallholders. The total net gain to the association was ?300. Ifc has long been the desire of the committee to provide a home for the district nurae3 at Lewes, but, unfortunately, there were so many other objects to attract the Jubilee commemoration offerings that the project has not taken shape as yet. But it has not been allowed to drop, and it is hoped that in a short time something more may be done to achieve this end.
NURSING SCHOLARSHIPS.
A subject of great importance to nurses, but one which receives very little attention, has lately been brought somewhat prominently before our notice. It Is better to use one or the other separately rather 'than both together. It is better to give slight suggestions rather than strong; to speak in a quiet voice rather than in a loud one; to give a hint rather than a command. Simplicity of direction and aocuracy of movement, or of any series of movements (as in gymnastics) to be imitated, are necessary to produce a clear impression on the attention of the pupil. Fidgetting, irrelevant answers may be evidences of processes of thought, whilst the " sharp" answers of preoocious children may be a sign of mental exhaustion.
Rapid action of the heart may also cause some children to appear stupid when such is not the case.
Dr.
Warner considered that good memory may be merely the faculty of reproducing the record of a series of images or sounds like a phonograph and show no power of adoption, whilst defective memory may be caused by inaccurate observation, itself the result of bad hearing or sight, low heal oh, or deficient nutrition. As an example, let one take some steedlings of the sensitive plant," plant some in silver sand, some in rich loam.
The loam rooted plant beoomes callous and bears a blow with equanimity, whilst that rooted in silver sand, fed only on air and water, exhibits extraordinary sensitiveness, the fronds curling up at a breath. A vote of thanks, followed by a short diECussion, terminated the proceedings- 
